JR TOKYO Wide Pass

Railway Company: East Japan Railway Company

JR Tokyo Wide Pass is a discount pass for unlimited rides in Tokyo and the surrounding Kantō area, which is available for purchase and only by holders of non-Japanese passports.

Includes:
- Unlimited pass on the Odakyu Line and Shinjuku Station
- Unlimited pass on the Tokyo Monorail Line
- Unlimited pass on Saitama New Urban Transit Line
- Unlimited pass on Tokyo Waterfront Area Rapid Transit Line

Prices:
- Adult JPY 8,000 / Child JPY 5,000

Validity:
- 1 day

URL: http://www.jreast.co.jp/e/tokyowidepass/

Note:
- *Your Passport will be checked at the time of purchase.

Publishers: International Tourism Division, Kanagawa Prefectural Government

The contents of this brochure were created from information available in March 2016.
Kanagawa has a number of spectacular places to visit!

Be inspired by the contrast of modern city and Ancient Capital, its view of mountains and ocean, and enjoy all the blessings of nature. Since well over 20 thousand years ago, people had chosen to live. Kanagawa, a place of the fusion with a port and abundant nature, is located south of Tokyo.

Access to Must-See-Spots in KANAGAWA

Osaki

Shin-Kiba

Located at the cape jutting out into Tokyo Bay, Kannonzaki is full of wide variety of natural beauty such as rocky stretch, flowers and trees. Kannonzaki Lighthouse in this area is noted as Japan's first western-style lighthouse.

Lake Ashi

A wonderful view of Mt. Fuji, the laker, and Hakone Shrine is visible from a sightseeing boat.

Kamakura – Kotokuln (Great Buddha)

Sometimes called “the Kyoto of Eastern Japan,” Kamakura offers numerous temples, shrines, and other historical monuments.

Odawara Castle

The former residence of Hachioji feudal lords. You can trace the history of the feudal lords in the elegant place, which has come down through the medievial and Edo era to the present day.

JR TOKYO WIDE PASS

※ JR TOKYO WIDE PASS is not valid on Tokaido Shinkansen.

Keio-Sagamihara-Line

Hakone-Line

Gotemba-Line

Hakone Castle

Yokohama-Chinatown

Yokohama Chinatown (Yokohama Chinagai) is the largest Chinatown in Japan, and was built in 1873 by Chinese traders who settled down in the city. Numerous Chinese stores and restaurants can be found in the narrow and colorful streets of this area.

Kannonzaki

Located at the cape jutting out into Tokyo Bay, Kannonzaki full of wide variety of natural beauty such as rocky stretch, flowers and trees. Kannonzaki Lighthouse in this area is noted as Japan’s first western-style lighthouse.

Odawara

・

Miura

・

Yokohama

・

Kamakura

・

Japanese beef